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WHO ARE WE?

What do we do?

Who do we represent?

How did we start out?



WHAT IS MUSIC PUBLISHING?

Finding new & exciting writers , developing 
and supporting them, offering advice, 

guidance, creating opportunities 

Track registrations with 
collection societies - PRS 

For Music

Live show registrations 

Co-ordinating and organising co-writing 
sessions with writers and producers

Pitching catalogue to synchronisation 
opportunities (music used in moving image ; 

films, ads, games, tv)

Creating exciting opportunities 
through writing camps

Pitching writers tracks to labels, 
independent, major, national and 

international

Topline, vocal opportunities 
to feature on tracks

Licensning music for specific 
deals relating to copyright

Making royalty payments to 
writers



PRS - WHY IT’S SO IMPORTANT

What is it? Why join?

Benefits?

UK collection society for songwriters, 
composers  and music publishers

Pay royalties to PRS members when music is 
performed, broadcast, streamed, downloaded, 

reproduced, played in public or used in TV & film



SONG REGISTRATION



LIVE SHOW REGISTRATION



PITCHING 
Pitching can include labels, other publishers, music supervisors, writers, producers 

and more



PITCHING TO LABELS



BRIEFS
Briefs come in many shapes and forms, they can be in search of full songs, 

acapellas, instrumentals, topline opportunities and more



TOPLINING

- Instrumental looking for a vocal topline melody

- Can be across the genres but primarily dance, electronic, pop, music
- Topline opportunities from across the world

- Tracks can already be signed to labels
- Some tracks are for new mixes of already released tracks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ww1hzfdR6cg
Non-featured vocalist

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUN8sJuRt_k

Featured vocalist

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ww1hzfdR6cg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUN8sJuRt_k


INSTRUMENTAL



FULL SONGS

- Briefs in from all over the world
- A huge portion from South East Asia

- Japan and Korea are huge markets
- Revolution of K-Pop & J-Pop sweeping into western culture

BTS AOA



K-POP/J-POP REVOLUTION



ACAPELLAS

- Acapellas are always great to have on file

- We continue to link up vocalists and producers/DJs who utilise 

unused acapellas

- Good use of something you otherwise might disregard

- KEEP IN MIND!



BRIEFS WORLDWIDE



CO-WRITING
The importance of co-writing and collaborations with other writers is incredibly 

important in music publishing



WRITING CAMPS



CO-WRITING 

- Co-writing helps develop writing skills
- Expands the mind, develops into different styles, genres 
- Meet new people, new contacts, make new friends
- Collaboration, collaboration, collaboration 
- Important to have one sheets on file for all writers 







SYNCHRONISATION
Music synchronisation by definition is when music is placed with moving image, 

whether that be film, TV, adversiting, games or anything else.



SYNC - Exercise



SYNC - Exercise 2.0



PUBLISHING COPYRIGHT + MASTER OWNER

- Two copyrights within a piece of music
- Both have to be cleared to be used in sync
- Writers shares?
- Labels?
- Master Owner?

Let us explain...



MASTER OWNER

- These refer to the copyright of the AUDIO RECORDING 
- The master rights reside with whoever PAID FOR THE 

RECORDING
- Normally the label as it’s usually the label who costs the recording
- If there’s no label, the master rights are retained by the artist or 

individual 



PUBLISHING COPYRIGHT

- These refer to the copyright of the SONGWRITING/COMPOSING 
- The publishings rights reside with whoever WROTE THE 

COMPOSITION
- Writers can have equal shares, unequal shares all dependent on 

their input to the composition
- Some artists agree equal shares on all tracks as a means to keep 

band together e.g. U2



CLEARANCE

- For music supervisors to successfully CLEAR a track, they must 

have approval from the PUBLISHER & RECORD LABEL
- It’s incredibly important that we provide music supervisors with 

clear and correct information

- Metadata



MUSIC SUPERVISION



EXAMPLE - TRAILER



EXAMPLE - ADVERT



EXAMPLE - TV



THANK YOU 

Questions?


